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 Apartment  

 The Underwood Building, 

 Bartholomew Close, 

 London EC1A 7BB 

 29
th

 June 2018 

City of London licensing authority, 

Walbrook Wharf, 

78-83 Upper Thames Street, 

London EC4R 3TD 

 

Dear Sir / Madam, 

Representation regarding Application for new Premises License 

In respect of: Wright & Bell 

Premises Address: Unit 10 Barts Square West Smithfield EC1A 9DS 

We are residents on Bartholomew Close and our property is within close proximity to the premises 

in this application. We hereby make our representation regarding this application with our concerns 

below, although in general, we are supportive of the application to establish a thriving business in 

the neighbourhood. 

1. Application for license include external drinking area 

 
This is a quiet residential area and the premises is directly opposite residential apartments. 

External tables are facing tranquil residential area. Drinking customers will talk louder and 

are likely to create louder noise level. Serving the external tables with alcohol to late hours 

will likely to increase noise level. According to City of London noise strategy section 2.4.1 for 

New Development: 

 

 

 
As these are noise generating activities, we would like to ensure external drinking is strictly 

limited to seated customers and there is no standing customers drinking. 
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2. Furthermore, regarding louder noise from drinking customers at internal / external seating, 

the noise may travel directly to tranquil residential area. Also, cited in noise strategy section 

2.4.1: 

 
As residents in the Barts Square development and residents of Bartholomew Close, we 

would like the premises to have soundscape setup to restrict the louder noise from directly 

traveling to nearby buildings. 

 

 

3. Requested hours are outside of normal noise hours 

 
With reference to drinking customers causing louder noise, and in particular for external 

area. The noise level introduced is likely to adversely affect the quietness of the residential 

area pass sleeping time. From noise strategy section 2.4.1: 
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Also, from statutory nuisance  (covered by the Environmental Protection Act 1990) in 

reference at gov.uk: 

 

 
In our opinion, conversations from drinking customers can create noise between 60 dBA - 

100 dBA, and if this is extended to pass 11pm, this will act as continue encouragement for 

the additional noise created in quiet residential site. We would like the alcohol serving time 

to be limited to 11pm as latest on any day. This will also likely to avoid / reduce any future 

noise complaints requiring council s assistance as alcohol consumption is inevitably linked to 

social behavioural issues. Prolong drinking to late night increases the risk of causing 

nuisance. 
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4. The area is also surrounded by glass building reflecting and amplifying noise 

According to noise strategy section 2.5: 

 
The external seating areas are directly facing residential area with sound barrier and is 

adjacent to tall glass panel building. It also appears that there are more seats in this 

application. 

 
 

According to the design representation, there are fewer external seating from bar / 

restaurant as per application, which when combine with alcohol consumption will affect 

noise level. Also, the pedestrian area include tree is not yet install, and reduces the sound 

barrier from the noise from bar / restaurant. 

 
We would like effective sound barrier (including trees) to be in place before the premise is 

licensed to serve alcohol to external seating 
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5. We are surprised that application for such premise will not play recorded music. We 

obviously welcome this as it will be a quiet restaurant / bar, but we feel this is unlikely from 

this type of bar / restaurant. We are obviously also concern of noise level, and whether this 

is missed out in licensing and thereby, the premises will play music without application. Will 

there be any monitoring that no music will be played as per application? 

 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

Joel Chan and Julia Chan 

 




